
Acrolinx Helps You Create 
Amazing Content



Acrolinx Helps the World’s Greatest Brands Create Amazing Content:
On-Brand, On-Target, and at Scale.



Acrolinx Is the Only Software That Can Actually “Read” Your Content 
and Help You Make It Better.
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72Customer Challenge 
Your business is migrating to unified communications (UC). You are adding video 
collaboration to fully engage your customers, reduce travel and speed time-to-market. 
You’ve found that no single vendor has a solution for every unified communications 
need—Email, voice, video, IM chat, social software, web conferencing, content delivery, 
CRM, business process integration, cloud options, hosted services, or mobility, bring 
your own device.Your IT department can no longer afford the high cost of being locked 
into proprietary islands of communications so they turn to the best vendors with open, 
standards based solutions to meet the challenges of multi-vendor interoperability.

In your solution search you have many questions. How do we connect our existing N7 
CTS room with Microsoft® Lync®? If we make a strategic UC architectural shift, do 
we still have investment protection with our NUCM and N7 video assets? Can we add 
conference rooms with automated two camera speaker location technology with Smart 
Tech SmartEye Director and equip more rooms serving more participants at a much lower 
cost? Can we reduce network bandwidth and get better resource utilization with the 
bridges we already own? Can we make our solution work on any network, without having 
to go down a proprietary, non-standard N7 Medianet upgrade path? 

If you are an N7 customer, it protects your investment and improves resource utilization 
and performance. Smart Tech support for RightThere Interoperability Protocol (RIP) 
means that older N7 RightThere System rooms can collaborate with new Microsoft Lync 
clients in Virtual Meeting Rooms from the Smart Tech RealLife Platform. 
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You ... Device
Sentence too long (general): 39 Words

Write (Right) by Your Side
The Acrolinx Sidebar makes it easy for you to create 
amazing content. It works seamlessly with over 30 
authoring tools such as Microsoft Word and Google 
Docs. It‘s like having your own personal content coach  
at all times.

Your Acrolinx Score
Acrolinx scores your content based on the thousands 
of rules that make content great – things such as style, 
grammar, terminology, and tone. The higher your Acrolinx 
score, the better your content will perform when it’s 
published.

Personalized Guidance
As you write, Acrolinx shows you how to tune your 
content for your audience with just a few clicks. From 
tweaking terminology to tightening your text, Acrolinx 
helps you create content that your audience will love.

Acrolinx is a valuable technology for 
anyone concerned with brand.



Your Acrolinx Scorecard - Your Key to Amazing Content
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Your Scorecard
The Acrolinx Scorecard shows you a 360° view of your 
content in one beautiful, easy-to-use interface. Quickly 
see areas to tweak and tune your content and watch 
your scores (and results) go up!

Your Brand
Acrolinx scores your content based on your unique 
guidelines – your preferred words and phrases, your 
style, and your tone. That way, everything your entire 
company writes is perfectly on-brand.

Your Voice
Writing for different audiences? No problem. Acrolinx 
can evaluate the actual “voice” of your content and 
show you how formal or lively it is so you can write  
with perfect pitch for every persona.

We introduced Acrolinx because you can 
incorporate very detailed and specific 
style rules into the language checking.



Better Acrolinx Score = Better Content = Better Business Results

Greater Brand Trust

More Conversions

More Likely to Purchase
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Why do the world’s greatest brands trust Acrolinx? 
Because in today’s content-driven world, every 
word matters. So, whether your content is driving 
leads, likes, shares, or sales, Acrolinx helps you 
win with better business results. Our research has 
proven that content with a higher Acrolinx Score 
increases brand trust, conversion rates, and intent 
to purchase.

Acrolinx delivered the best results and 
user friendliness. And they offered 

the best support for authors in their 
respective environments.



Built on Science
We’re what happens when you mix together a bunch of 
computational linguists and ask them to solve tough language 
problems. Born out of the German Research Center for Artificial 
Intelligence, we’re  passionate about language and technology.

With a Love of Language
We love language and revel in its diversity, complexity, and richness. 
Great language illuminates ideas, ignites imagination, and delights 
the ear. Our software helps you create content that is more  findable, 
readable, and enjoyable – that’s our business.

Our Story

We Help You Create Amazing Content
The Acrolinx platform helps the world’s greatest brands create 
amazing content: on-brand, on-target, and at scale. Built on an 
advanced linguistic analytics engine, Acrolinx is the only software 
platform that can actually “read” your content and help you make 
it better. That’s why companies, such as Adobe, Boeing, Google, 
and Philips, trust Acrolinx to create content that’s more engaging, 
enjoyable, and impactful.

Our Award-Winning Software
Your trust is very important to us. We are proud to serve some of 
the most recognized brands in the world, and we are humbled to be 
recognized with numerous industry awards for great software and 
service. Here are just a few from our 10+ year history.



ANALYTICS

SDKs and APIs

ACROLINX ENGINE

AUTHORING TOOLS AUTOMATION TOOLS

Scorecard

Windows SDK

Office Batch Checker

XML Editors Command Line Checker

Creative Suite

Languages
English · German · French · Chinese · Japanese · Swedish

Guidance Management
Out-of-the-Box Style Guide · Custom Style Rules · Guidance Wizard

Terminology Management
Term Database · Term Browser · Term Contribution

Reuse Management
Database of Reusable Sentences

Other Platform Integrations
(CMS, Marketing Cloud, Translation Mgt.)

Dashboard Reports

Java SDK

Export and Analytics API

Web SDK Sidebar SDK



Acrolinx Detailed Product Features

ACROLINX ENGINE Languages

Guidance Management

Terminology Management

Reuse Management

Deployment Options

Acrolinx can check your content in English, German, French, Swedish, 
Japanese, and Chinese.

Acrolinx helps you manage all the words and phrases that are important 
for your business.  

• Use the Terminology Manager to store and manage your terms.

• Use the Term Browser to share lists of terms with your colleagues.

• Use the Term Contribution tool to let anyone propose new terms.

• Use Term Harvesting to automatically detect potential terms in your 
content.

Acrolinx Reuse is a powerful tool for maintaining consistent authoring 
standards and eliminating redundancy. Acrolinx uses linguistic analysis 
to match sentences based on meaning, understand small groups of 
sentences with similar meaning, and highlight inconsistencies when 
writers check their content.

The Acrolinx Server can be deployed either on-premises or as a secure, 
hosted cloud solution.

We provide administration tools for all aspects of your writing guidance.

• Adjust your style and grammar rules with our rule management tools.

• Use our Guidance Wizard to fine-tune your word guidance and your 
style and grammar guidance.

• Get the right tone of voice by setting targets for your voice scores.



AUTHORING TOOLS

SDKs and APIs

Office Tools

XML Editors

Creative Suite

Sidebar SDK

Web SDK

Java SDK

Windows SDK

Acrolinx has plug-in/sidebar support for leading office applications, including 
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, Google Docs, Google Sheets, 
Apache OpenOffice, and IBM Lotus Notes.

Even your layout designers can use Acrolinx. Our plug-in for Adobe InDesign 
helps you do one last quality check before you send your documents to print.

Use the Sidebar SDK to implement an integration in any web-based, Windows, 
or Java application.

Use the Web SDK to create a browser-based integration for any web-based 
application. Examples of integrations that use the Web SDK include our own 
plug-ins for web-based rich-text editors CKEditor and TinyMCE.

Use the Java SDK to integrate Acrolinx functionality into a server-based 
application or a cross-platform client application. For example, you might use 
the Java SDK to integrate automated checking into the workflow of a CMS.

Use the Windows SDK to integrate Acrolinx functionality into any Windows-
based application, such as a Windows-based XML editor that is not already 
supported by a standard Acrolinx plug-in. The Windows SDK provides MSI 
merge modules, a C++ Dynamic Link Library Interface, and a COM layer for VB, 
VBA, and .NET.  
 
Most plug-ins in the Acrolinx Classic Edition are based on the Windows SDK.

Your technical documentation team will be happy to know that we support 
most of the major XML editors that technical writers use. We support PTC 
Arbortext, oXygen, XMetaL, MadCap Flare, Adobe FrameMaker, and CORENA 
Studio.



AUTOMATION TOOLS

ANALYTICS

Batch Checker

Command Line Checker

Integrations with Content 
Management and Translation 
Management Tools

Scorecard

Dashboard Tools

Export and Scoring APIs

You can use the Acrolinx Batch Checker to check a large set of existing 
documents. Use the Batch Checker to score your existing content, 
get baseline Acrolinx Scores, or even score public content like your 
competition. The Batch Checker can check text, HTML, XML, or PDF files.

Acrolinx integrates seamlessly with online marketing tools, such as 
Adobe Experience Manager, as well as translation management tools, 
such as SDL Trados. If your web applications include text editors, such 
as CKEditor and TinyMCE, we can integrate with those too.

The Acrolinx Scorecard shows you a 360° view of your content 
by displaying the document’s score for spelling, style, grammar, 
terminology, and voice. The Scorecard also shows you a detailed count 
of all the issues that were found, and gives you the ability to drill down 
and fix specific items.

The Acrolinx Dashboard contains several Analytics tools that give you 
a comprehensive view of your content quality. Out of the box, Acrolinx 
comes with a set of reports that let you monitor different quality metrics 
such as cost savings and content quality. You can also browse an 
archive of Scorecards for every user in your organization.

Want to go even deeper with your data? No problem! With Acrolinx, 
every report can be exported to Excel or a CSV file for more slicing and 
dicing. We also provide APIs so you can get your custom data out of our 
reporting database and retrieve scores for different pieces of content.

The Acrolinx Command Line Checker (CLC) is a Java-based client that 
you can call from a command-line shell or batch script. You can use the 
CLC to include Acrolinx in an automated workflow such as continuous 
integration.



www.acrolinx.com


